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Drying of a Compressible Biporous Material Q21
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We study the consequences of drying on the internal structure of compressible materials containing
pores of different sizes, which may be seen as model systems of sponges or wood. With the help of original
techniques, we devise biporous media with different relative amounts of small and large pores, and follow
the evolution of the liquid fraction simultaneously in each pore type. We show that in a compressible
biporous medium with dispersed large pores (i.e., not directly connected) drying induces the homogeneous
emptying of the large pores first, due to their compression, along with some compression of the small-pore
matrix. In contrast, when the large pores are connected, they successively empty without compression. In
both cases, the small pores start or finish to empty in the next stage, and a constant drying rate is observed
during most of the time, thanks to liquid films maintaining the contact of the liquid network with the free
surface of the sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION18

Many products (paper, textile, food, agriculture, chemi-19

cals, civil engineering, etc) are wet during their preparation20

so that they are easier to formulate, mix, handle, and21

transport. Then they need to be dried at some step of fab-22

rication to end as solid materials easier to conserve or use.23

Besides, natural materials such as wood, plants, animal tis-24

sues, and soils, undergo imbibition-drying cycles, which25

can strongly affect their structure and their liquid-transport26

properties.27

Drying mechanisms are relatively well known for sim-28

ple incompressible homogeneous porous media (i.e., made29

of a fixed well-connected hydraulic network of similar30

local porous structures) filled with pure liquid [1–5]: in the31

absence of gravity effects, one observes first a more or less32

long constant- (drying) rate period (CRP), with a homo-33

geneous desaturation of the medium thanks to capillary34

equilibration processes [4,6] keeping the Laplace pressure35

uniform throughout the liquid network and allowing for36

water redistribution throughout the medium; such a homo-37

geneous desaturation is observed down to low saturation38

(defined as the liquid-to-pore volume ratio) in homoge-39

neous media with pore size from several tens of microns40

[5,7–10] down to nanometers [5]; this is followed by a41

falling-rate period (FRP) associated with the development42

of a heterogeneous profile of saturation, due to a demand43

of liquid, through the imposed evaporation rate at the44
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free surface, larger than the liquid transport induced by 45

capillary effects [5,11,12]. 46

When the sample is made of two regions with different 47

pore sizes, the region of largest pore size starts emptying 48

first, whatever its location in the system. This leads to the 49

spectacular emptying of a large-pore medium covered by 50

a small-pore medium, while the latter remains apparently 51

saturated (and the only one submitted to an air flux) [13, 52

14]: the air is conveyed through the small-pore medium by 53

transient thin paths, which immediately close when they 54

have reached the large-pore medium. 55

On the other hand, some solid structures cannot sup- 56

port the capillary pressure induced by air penetration, and 57

tend to fracture or shrink. This is, for example, the case of 58

gels [15], colloidal pastes [16,17], or clays [14]. This, for 59

example, leads to wood collapse [18], crease in elastomeric 60

solids [19], or sponge shrinkage [20]. 61

Complex materials with a compressible multiscale 62

porous structure are nevertheless common: wood, sponges, 63

soils, fresh cementitious pastes, aerated food pastes, etc. 64

One may ask whether such materials will first fully shrink 65

then let air penetrate or if some air can penetrate in the par- 66

tially shrunk structure, or even not shrunk at all. This will 67

obviously have a critical impact on the final state of the 68

material after drying. This might, in fact, depend on some 69

characteristics of the structure that need to be explored. 70

As far as we know, only the case of composite systems 71

(see above) has been studied, and no study focused on the 72

impact of several pore sizes on the drying characteristics 73

of homogeneous materials. Here we intend to clarify the 74
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possible interplay between shrinkage and air invasion in75

the structure of such systems during drying.76

In order to understand the effect of a multiscale poros-77

ity on drying characteristics in terms of liquid distribution78

in time and possible shrinkage, we use a compressible79

“biporous” system, with mainly two pore sizes, with differ-80

ent relative fractions of these pores: from a homogeneous81

small-pore system (no large pores) to a homogeneous82

large-pore system (no small pores). We use NMR, which83

appears to be a powerful technique to get an idea of the84

evolutions of the internal characteristics at the pore scale85

during drying. We show that whatever the porous struc-86

ture (connected or dispersed large pores in a matrix of87

small pores) the largest pores homogeneously fully drain88

first during the CRP, but the connectivity plays a critical89

role: large pores significantly shrink, except if they are90

connected.91

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS92

A. Materials93

1. Monoporous medium94

The polymerization mixture, composed of hydrox-95

yethylmethacrylate (HEMA), ethylene glycol dimethy-96

lacrylate (EGDMA) (with a molar ratio of 70:30 mol %)97

and 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone (DMPA)98

(2 wt % with respect to the total comonomer amount), is99

homogenized with 80 vol % i-PrOH (with respect to the100

total volume of comonomers). This mixture is placed in a101

spectrolinker XL-1500 UV oven (Spectronics, Westburry,102

NY, USA) equipped with six lamps (6 × 15 W) for 4 h of103

irradiation at 365 nm so as to trigger the photoinduced free-104

radical copolymerization. The alcohol is then removed105

under vacuum overnight. The porosity of this medium is106

ε ≈ 80%.Q3 107

2. Biporous media108

To obtain dispersed large pores, a given volume of109

roughly cubic NaCl particles are sieved between 250 and110

400 μm, then added to the above mixture, which is then111

continuously agitated by rotation during polymerization.112

Sedimentation is counterbalanced first by agitation, then113

progressively thanks to the viscosity increase during poly- 114

merization, which makes it possible to maintain a good 115

dispersion of the NaCl particles. Different concentrations 116

of particles can be obtained in this way by varying the sus- 117

pended volume, up to the maximum packing fraction, but 118

in any case the particles are not connected in the sense that 119

two neighboring particles are always separated by a thin 120

film of the polymeric mixture. 121

A network of connected large pores is obtained by sub- 122

mitting a simple particle packing either to oven sintering 123

at 740 °C during 4 h, or to a spark-plasma-sintering (SPS) 124

treatment (Sumitomo Dr Sinter Lab 515S machine from 125

Fuji Electronic Industrial) at 100 °C during 20 min under 126

a load of 50 kN. The liquid polymer mixture is then added 127

within the sintered packing under a slight pressure, and 128

polymerized. 129

Finally, both porogenic agents (salt + interstitial liquid) 130

are removed by immersing the resulting materials in deion- 131

ized water for 2 days with sintered particles and 4 days 132

with dispersed particles, and the extraction solution is 133

renewed twice a day. The materials are finally abundantly 134

washed with deionized water, then dried under vacuum at 135

room temperature overnight. The full removal of porogenic 136

agents is checked by controlling that after stabilization 137

the final mass of material is equal to the total mass of 138

comonomers in the initial polymerization mixture. 139

3. “Macroporous” medium 140

In order to obtain a material with connected large pores 141

within a nonporous matrix, a polymer mixture without 142

i-PrOH, i.e., composed of only both comonomers and 143

DMPA, is injected under reduced pressure inside a sin- 144

tered NaCl packing, then submitted to UV irradiation. The 145

salt is then removed by the above-described technique. The 146

volume fraction of large pores in that case is around 80%. 147

4. Gallery of material types 148

Some views of the different material types are shown 149

in Fig. 1. The monoporous medium, the macroporous 150

medium and the connected biporous system have been 151

characterized in detail in Refs. [21,22]. In particular, mer- 152

cury porosimetry shows (see Appendix A, Fig. 12) almost 153

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

FIG. 1. Images of the different systemQ10 types obtained from scanning electron microscopy: (a) microporous; (b) nonconnected
biporous (n = 0.24), (c) nonconnected biporous (n = 0.59), (d) connected biporous (n = 0.81), (e) macroporous. Red contours in (d)
indicate interconnections between large pores. These interconnections are more directly visible (black holes) in (e).

F1:1
F1:2
F1:3
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

FIG. 2. Scheme of principle for the different types of biporous structures prepared in this study: homogeneous small-pore medium
(n = 0) (a), nonconnected large pores in a matrix of small pores (b,c), connected large pores embedded in the small-pore matrix (d),
large pores without small pores (n = 1) (e).

F2:1
F2:2
F2:3

homogeneous pore distributions at 5 μm for the mono-154

porous medium, and at 100 μm for the macroporous155

medium, while the connected biporous system essentially156

exhibits these two pore sizes, as expected. Note that the157

100-mm-sized porosity level corresponds to the diame-158

ter of the interconnections between adjacent pores [see159

Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)], due to the threshold size theory. Con-160

sidering the characteristics of the monoporous medium we161

consider it as a homogeneous small pore system and refer162

to it as a “microporous medium.”Q10 163

The different medium types obtained finally cover the164

different possible configurations of a porous system includ-165

ing two sizes of pores: no-large pores [i.e., homogeneousQ4 166

small- (connected) pore medium [Fig. 2(a)]; dispersed (i.e.,167

not directly connected) large pores [Fig. 2(b)], high con-168

centration of large pores [Fig.2(c)], or connected large169

pores [see Fig. 2(d)], in a small-pore matrix; only large170

pores in a nonporous matrix [Fig. 2(e)]. These different171

structures are described by means of the parameter n,172

defined as the initial ratio of large pores to the total pore173

volume.174

Note that some thin films apparently form around the175

salt inclusions during the polymerization [see [22] and176

Figs. 1(b)–1(d)]. It is worth emphasizing that these films177

are porous and/or do not cover all the large-pore interface178

since the removal of salt, initially in the inclusions, can be179

achieved relatively rapidly (see preparation procedure) by180

simple diffusion in water from the interior of the sample.181

Moreover, as we see below, during drying, the transport of182

liquid from the large pores to the sample surface, through183

the microporous matrix, does not seem to be perturbed by184

these films, since for dispersed inclusions we observe a full185

removal of this water along with a constant drying rate.186

This justifies the fact that we neglect the presence of these187

films in the detailed discussion of results.188

5. Mechanical characteristics of the samples189

The samples are deformable and compressible. In order190

to appreciate their ability to deform when submitted to191

some stress we simply carry out compression tests. The192

test consists of placing a cylindrical sample between two 193

solid plates, which are then progressively approaching 194

each other while the normal force is measured. The mate- 195

rial is initially water saturated. The normal stress (force 196

and sample cross-section area) versus deformation (verti- Q5197

cal displacement and initial sample height) curve can then 198

be drawn (see Fig. 3). 199

From these data it appears that the macroscopic medium 200

requires high stress to be significantly deformed, which is 201

due to its plain solid polymeric structure. In contrast, the 202

microporous medium may be significantly deformed under 203

lower stress, thanks to a large porosity (80%) and a struc- 204

ture of polymer aggregates with weak links, which can 205

easily move relative to each other leading to deformation 206

or shrinkage. At last, a connected biporous system even 207

more easily deforms under some stress as its mechanical 208

strength relies on a thin deformable microporous matrix. 209

A nonconnected concentrated biporous medium behaves 210

in the same way. A dispersed biporous medium is obvi- 211

ously expected to behave in an intermediate way between 212

the pure microporous medium and the connected biporous 213

system. We do not present more precise information on 214

FIG. 3. Normal stress versus deformation during a compres-
sion test for different sample types.

F3:1
F3:2
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the latter point as in the present study we only discuss215

qualitatively its impact on the drying characteristics.216

At last note that it has been shown [23] that the (non-217

porous) polymer matrix does not swell or adsorb water,218

even over long times. Moreover, the wetting characteris-219

tics of the polymer matrix have been studied in depth in220

Ref. [22]. The contact angle of water on the polymer lies221

in the range 40°–45°.222

B. Drying characteristics’ determination223

1. Experimental procedure224

In order to follow the drying characteristics of our media225

we insert each sample in a Bruker NMR spectrometer,226

0.5 T, and impose a dry-air flux perpendicular to the sample227

free surface. The cylindrical sample (diameter either equal228

to 12 or to 16 mm) is placed in a glass cylinder, which, due229

to shrinkage, may leave a gap of up to 1 mm between the230

sample and the cylinder walls. This distance remains nev-231

ertheless much smaller than the sample height (>1 cm).232

Under such conditions, even if the peripheral surface of233

the sample is wet, the relative humidity in this small gap234

remains maximum along most of the sample height, so that235

vapor diffusion is negligible and so is evaporation from the236

peripheral surface of the sample. This effect was, for exam-237

ple, demonstrated by numerical simulation in the case of a238

long rectangular channel [24]: the relative humidity sig-239

nificantly differs from 1 around the channel exit, so that240

evaporation can occur only in this region.241

We measure the NMR relaxation through a Carr-Purcell-242

Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence composed of a first π /2243

pulse and 2000 π pulses during 5000 ms distributed in log-244

arithmic intervals. The repetition time is 10 s to get a com-245

plete relaxation of all protons. This sequence is repeated246

four times to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The T2 dis-247

tribution can then be resolved by means of inverse Laplace248

transform (ILT). Our procedure is a non-negative least-249

squares fit to the data with Tikhonov regularization, is250

similar to the “Contin” method [25,26], and is described in251

Ref. [27]. We finally get an apparent statistical distribution252

of T2, expressed in terms of signal intensity associated with253

each possible value of T2, which we call T distribution in254

the following. Note that the exact shape of this T distribu-255

tion depends on the technique of regularization used, and256

in particular on the value of the “parsimony factor” [27].257

However, the positions of the peaks and the amount of liq-258

uid associated with these peaks are robust values. Also, the259

evolution of the shape of the distribution is reliable infor-260

mation that can be used for a physical analysis, as long as261

the parsimony factor is kept constant for the treatment of262

all corresponding data.263

Roughly speaking the relaxation time is related to the264

mobility of water molecules, and specific interactions265

of water with their environment (e.g., adsorption, pro-266

ton exchange with other species, or magnetic interactions267

at nanoscale). In the particular case of water embedded 268

in a pore cavity, within the usual hypothesis of bipha- 269

sic fast exchange [28], the relaxation time scales as the 270

ratio of the volume of free liquid water to the area of the 271

water-solid interface, with a factor depending on the NMR 272

surface relaxivity. Note that this volume-to-surface ratio 273

is proportional to radius in the case of uniform spherical 274

pores. 275

Each of the “T distributions” may be analyzed by tak- 276

ing into account that the liquid in the large pores, if filled 277

with liquid, has a relaxation time around 1000 ms, while 278

the liquid in smaller pores has a much smaller relaxation 279

time, typically around 150 ms. Although we cannot pre- 280

dict the exact values of relaxation time in each pore size 281

without knowing the relaxivity of the medium, the former 282

value is of the same order as the typical values of relaxation 283

time of pure water in large volumes (a few seconds), and 284

the latter value is consistent with the decrease induced by 285

a much smaller volume-to-surface ratio in the small pores 286

[29]. As a consequence, the amount of liquid in the large 287

pores may be estimated from the integral of the T distribu- 288

tion around the peak for the largest T, while the amount of 289

liquid in the small pores is estimated from the integral over 290

the rest of the distribution. The total liquid amount can be 291

computed from the sum of the two above values. For our 292

materials, this approach is valid because there is no over- 293

lap of the effective distributions of two pore size types and 294

the relaxation times associated with each pore size are very 295

different, leading to quite distinct peaks in the distribution. 296

However, if the large pores desaturate or shrink, the ratio 297

of the area of the solid-liquid interface to the liquid vol- 298

ume increases. In that case, the remaining liquid (possibly 299

in the form of films along the pore walls) exhibits a smaller 300

relaxation time, which may ultimately approach that of the 301

liquid in the small pores. Moreover, when the relaxation 302

time of the liquid in the large pores starts to decrease so that 303

the corresponding peak in the T distribution approaches 304

the peak associated to small pores, they start to overlap so 305

that it is more difficult to determine the amount of liquid in 306

each region [27]. Thus, the T distribution provides infor- 307

mation concerning the distribution of liquid blob sizes in 308

each type of pore, through the position of the peak and the 309

curve width around it, but the above effects may compli- 310

cate the quantitative analysis. In the following we always 311

a priori compute, the apparent liquid volume in the large 312

pores from the integral of the curve around the peak associ- 313

ated to the largest relaxation time, and the apparent liquid 314

in small pores from the rest of the distribution. Then, to 315

describe the effective liquid transfers during the evolution 316

of the T distribution along drying, we use these results and 317

discuss their origin by taking into account the specificities 318

of each situation. 319

Actually, a few ideal conditions of water extraction from 320

the pores can be considered along with their impact on the 321

T distribution. These situations serve as references for the 322
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discussion of the data. In each case the integral of the sig-323

nal decreases in time, as there is a net water removal from324

the porosity. A homogeneous shrinkage of the pores, or a325

homogeneous desaturation of the pores induces a decrease326

of the relaxation time in the form of a shift of the T distri-327

bution towards low values [see Fig. 4(a)]. A heterogeneous328

emptying of the pores does not induce any change of the T329

distribution except that the signal amplitude decreases [see330

Fig. 4(b)]. A heterogeneous desaturation of the pores leads331

to a spreading of the T distribution towards low values332

keeping constant its upper boundary [see Fig. 4(c)].333

2. Structure characteristics334

We already define basic geometrical characteristics of335

the structure, i.e., n, the ratio of large-pore volume (�1) to336

the total pore volume at the initial time (�p = �1 +�2,337

where �2 is the initial small-pore volume), i.e., before338

drying. These characteristics may nevertheless change dur-339

ing drying if some contraction of the pores occurs. On340

the other hand, the above analysis of NMR measurements341

allows determination of the liquid fraction in each pore342

type, defined as the ratio of the current liquid volume in343

this pore type to the total initial liquid volume (�L) in the344

pores. Note that initially�p = �L since the medium is sat-345

urated. We can thus define ψ1 as the ratio of the current346

liquid volume in the large pores to �L, and ψ2 as the ratio347

NMR signal

Relaxation time

Initial state

or

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. Evolution of the T distribution in different ideal cases
of water extraction from pores [initially filled with water (in
blue)]: (a) homogeneous pore shrinkage or pore desaturation,
(b) heterogeneous pore emptying, (c) heterogeneous pore desat-
uration.

F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
F4:4
F4:5

of the current liquid volume in the small pores to �L. We 348

also define ψ as the ratio of the current total liquid volume 349

in all pore types to �L. As a consequence we have ψ = 350

ψ1 + ψ2. Note that, by definition, since the material is ini- 351

tially saturated, we have ψ1(t = 0) = �1/�p = n, ψ(t = 352

0) = 1 andψ2(t = 0) = �2/�p = 1 − n. Also remark that 353

usually the evolution of liquid content in porous media is 354

basically described with the help of the saturation, i.e., the 355

ratio of liquid volume to the total pore volume. However, 356

here, due to the possibility of contraction of the sample, 357

this parameter does not inform us about the liquid loss, and 358

ψ does not necessarily correspond to the saturation of the 359

porous medium. 360

In order to follow the possible contraction of the sample 361

we take photos along one radial direction at different times 362

during drying in the same cylinder but outside the NMR 363

apparatus. We then measure the apparent sample diameter 364

at different heights and the sample height. The sample vol- 365

ume � at each time is then estimated from the apparent 366

average section (assuming a cylindrical shape) times the 367

current height. Note that we observe essentially a homo- 368

geneous shrinkage (see Appendix B, Fig. 13) during the 369

CRP. These measurements make it possible to determine 370

at each time the apparent contraction, defined as the ratio 371

of the current apparent volume of the sample to the ini- 372

tial one (�0), i.e., τ ∗ = (�0 −��)/�0, in which �� is 373

the sample volume loss. From this value we can deter- 374

mine the contraction ratio of the volume of the pores (filled 375

with liquid and/or air), defined as τ = (�p −��)/�p , 376

where we recall that �p is the initial pore volume. Note 377

that we have �0 = �p +�S, in which �S is the solid 378

volume in the sample. Thus we can rewrite τ as τ = 379

1 − (1 − τ ∗)/(1 −�S/�0). Using the definition of the ini- 380

tial porosity of the microporous matrix, i.e., ε = �2/(�2 + 381

�S), and the various above expressions, we can deduce 382

�S/�0 = (1 − n)/(1 + η − n) with η = ε/(1 − ε), from 383

which we can compute τ . Note that in the absence of air 384

penetration in the porous medium the sample volume loss 385

�� is equal to the liquid volume loss, so in this regime we 386

have τ = ψ . In practice, ε can be determined from density 387

measurements [22], τ ∗ is directly measured from apparent 388

volume variation as above described, and n, ψ1 and ψ2 can 389

be determined from the T distributions in time. 390

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 391

A. Generalities 392

For all our media we observe a long CRP during which 393

ψ decreases linearly in time, followed by a FRP start- 394

ing when ψ reaches about 0.1 typically (see Figs. 2–5). 395

Since the drying rate also corresponds to the flux of vapor 396

through the (top) free surface of the sample, which results 397

from vapor diffusion, a constant value implies that the dis- 398

tribution of relative humidity (related to the distribution 399

of vapor density) is constant in this region. This result 400
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can be understood only if maximum relative humidity is401

maintained around the sample free surface during the CRP.402

Moreover, this region can be kept wet only thanks to a403

constant supply of liquid from the interior of the sample.404

At this stage, it should be said that, in the porous network,405

gravity effect induces pressure of the order of 100 Pa, while406

the capillary pressure is a hundred times larger. Therefore,407

the liquid transfer discussed above results from capillary408

processes throughout the sample, while evaporation inside409

the medium is negligible. Since drying under convection410

is in general relatively slow, these capillary effects allow a411

uniform saturation to be maintained throughout the sample412

during the CRP for homogeneous media with a (“single”)413

pore size in a wide range [5]. In our case, i.e., for biporous414

systems, we see that most interesting effects in our con-415

text occur during the CRP, a period during which capillary416

effects govern the liquid distribution inside the medium. As417

a consequence, as long as we focus on the CRP, the drying-418

rate value has no impact on the mechanisms observed here,419

so we can compare their evolution by rescaling time by the420

characteristic duration of the CRP, i.e., θ = ψ̇−1, which is421

measured to be in the range 1.5–8 h. We can suggest that422

such a large range of values, although the global air-flux423

conditions remain constant, results from the sensitivity of424

the evaporation rate to the exact boundary conditions along425

the sample free surface. More precisely, describing the dry-426

ing rate with the help of the standard approach of vapor427

diffusion through a boundary layer of thickness δ above the428

free surface (see [5]), we find, for example when the CRP429

duration is 2 h for a sample of height 1 cm, that δ should430

be equal to 500 μm. In reality, this scheme is perturbed431

by the roughness of the sample free surface, and by the432

development of a thin dry layer at the sample top, through433

which the vapor has now to diffuse to reach the sample free434

surface. The latter effect can, in particular, be very signif-435

icant, for example, with a macroporous system made of436

large inclusions of several hundreds of μm diameter, as the437

dry top surface might be of the order of a few hundreds of438

μm thick. This may be further discussed, in particular, tak-439

ing into account the specificities of the diffusion through440

the dry porous layer, for example, as in [5]. However, we441

do not have sufficient information on the local character-442

istics of drying (i.e., liquid distribution around the free443

surface) to properly discuss the validity of the scheme pro-444

posed. Also, this seems out of the scope of the paper, which445

focuses on bulk characteristics during the CRP, and all the446

discussion of the mechanisms identified below relies on the447

constancy of the drying rate in the CRP, without the need448

to know the exact drying rate during the CRP.449

B. Drying of a homogeneous small pore system450

(“microporous medium”)451

Let us start by looking at the drying characteristics of the452

simplest case, i.e., the homogeneous microporous system.453

FIG. 5. Drying of a homogeneous medium with small pores
[see Fig. 2(a) for an illustration]: relaxation time distributions
at different successive times (every 21 min) (from right to left)
during drying. The inset shows the liquid fraction and the liquid-
phase contraction rate as a function of the dimensionless time
(θ = 22100 s). Three regimes are identified: sample contraction
(blue continuous lines and squares), homogeneous air penetra-
tion (red dashed line and circles), dry front development (black
continuous lines and diamonds).

F5:1
F5:2
F5:3
F5:4
F5:5
F5:6
F5:7
F5:8
F5:9

First of all, we observe that, as expected, the apparent sat- 454

uration decreases linearly in time during a first stage. This 455

is the CRP, during which the saturation should decrease 456

homogeneously throughout the medium. Then we remark 457

that at the beginning of this CRP, the T distribution essen- 458

tially shifts (i.e., its width in a logarithmic scale does 459

not change) towards lower T values while its amplitude 460

decreases (see Fig. 5). This indicates [see Fig. 4(a)] a 461

(spatially) homogeneous decrease of the relaxation time, 462

otherwise the upper bound of the distribution in this region 463

will remain fixed to account for regions remaining intact 464

(i.e., keeping their initial relaxation time). This confirms a 465

homogeneous desaturation of the sample. 466

If we now look at the contraction ratio, we see that 467

during this phase it also linearly decreases, at the same 468

rate as the apparent saturation (see inset of Fig. 5). This 469

means that no air penetrates the sample during this phase, 470

the pores are simply compressed to evacuate water. This 471

is consistent with the observation that the T distribution 472

is shifted towards lower relaxation time while its ampli- 473

tude decreases: whatever the shape of the pore during this 474

compression the volume-to-surface ratio decreases. This 475

shrinkage is induced by the surface tension forces acting 476

at each pore of the material’s peripheral surface, until the 477

liquid-gas interface passes through those pores. The cor- 478

responding stress can be referred to as the breakthrough 479

capillary pressure. The respective magnitudes of both this 480

pressure and the elastic stress opposed by the material 481
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set the shrinkage ratio. This analysis is consistent with482

our results. Indeed, the breakthrough capillary pressure is483

of the order of σ/R where σ is the surface tension (i.e.,484

0.07 N/m) and R the pore radius. Here we have σ/R ≈485

30000 Pa. According to the stress versus deformation curve486

for this material type (see Fig. 3), such a stress value can487

induce a deformation of the order of 0.2. This value is in488

the same order as the maximum deformation undergone489

by the sample during drying, i.e., around 0.25 (see inset of490

Fig. 4).491

At the end of this period the contraction stops and492

we get back to the standard case of the drying of an493

incompressible homogeneous porous medium, with air494

penetrating to replace water drained towards the sam-495

ple top surface, which results in a constant drying rate.496

During that stage, despite the fact that the drying rate497

is constant, so that a priori the desaturation is homo-498

geneous for this medium, which resembles a granular499

packing, there is a first short period where the T distri-500

bution spreads towards lower T2 values, while the upper501

bound remains almost constant (say, the first six red dot-502

ted lines in Fig. 2), as in the ideal case shown in Fig. 4(c).503

This can be attributed to the fact that the distribution of504

air is here not homogeneous at some local scale: due to505

the complex liquid-air interface network formed through-506

out the sample (see below), partially empty pores can still507

be in contact with filled pores. In the next stage of the508

same regime (next dotted red lines in Fig. 2), i.e., last509

stage of the CRP, the T distribution continues spread-510

ing towards lower values while the upper bound signif-511

icantly shifts towards lower values too, suggesting that512

all pores are now at least partially empty [cf. the ideal513

representation in Fig. 4(a)]. Note that there is a slight514

relaxation of the contraction as long as air penetrates and515

finally a slight further contraction in the FRP (see inset of516

Fig. 2) as some fully dry region grows from the sample517

top.518

C. Connected large pores in a nonporous matrix519

(“macroporous medium”)520

In that case we observe essentially a decrease of the521

peak in the T distribution associated with liquid in large522

pores (around 1000 ms) (see Fig. 6), which obviously523

reflects the progressive disappearance of liquid in the large524

pores. However, remarkably, the average position (relax-525

ation time) and width of this peak only slightly vary [as526

in the case of Fig. 4(b)], as compared to the large vari-527

ations of one or both of these characteristics observed528

for the homogeneous microporous system in the different529

regimes (see Fig. 5). This suggests that the large pores530

do not progressively empty homogeneously throughout the531

sample, but instead successively empty, so that the remain-532

ing filled large pores still provide an NMR signal with533

this same high relaxation time. The successive emptying534

FIG. 6. Drying of a large connected pore medium [see
Fig. 2(e) for an illustration]: relaxation time distributions at dif-
ferent successive times (every 7 min) (from right to left) during
drying, first as black continuous lines, then as pink dotted lines
from the last distribution reflecting liquid in large pores. For the
sake of clarity only one in three measured distributions is rep-
resented. The inset shows the liquid fractions of the different
regions (black squares for the total liquid fraction, blue diamonds
for the liquid fraction in large pores, red circles in small pores)
as a function of the dimensionless time (θ = 5350 s).
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of large pores nevertheless leaves some liquid films or 535

blobs along the walls. We effectively observe at the same 536

time, some signal associated with much larger surface-to- 537

volume ratios (i.e., situated at much smaller T2 values), 538

which grows in time (see inset of Fig. 6). Since here there 539

are no small pores, this signal likely finds its origin in some 540

liquid films remaining along the previously emptied pores, 541

and ensuring the hydraulic connection between filled pores 542

and the free surface of the sample. Such a connection is 543

indeed necessary to ensure a constant drying rate [30]. 544

Although here the shape of the hydraulic network is more 545

complex, the drying process observed is finally similar to 546

the drying of a single channel (filled with liquid) taking 547

the form of a progressive penetration of a large air fin- 548

ger leaving liquid films behind along some channel walls 549

[24,31,32]. In that case the CRP lasts as long as the liq- 550

uid films exist and can transport liquid sufficiently rapidly 551

with regards to the rate of evaporation imposed along the 552

sample free surface. 553

The sample contraction during this test was negligible, 554

which is consistent with material characteristics. Indeed, 555

here the breakthrough capillary pressure is of the order of 556

1400 Pa, which according to the stress versus deforma- 557

tion curve for this material type (see Fig. 3), can induce 558

a deformation of the order of 0.001. 559
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D. Origin of the differences in drying characteristics560

between the microporous and the macroporous561

systems562

Although drying highlights a constant rate for both563

monoporous (microscopic and macroscopic) systems, the564

desaturation processes strongly differ. This is mainly due565

to differences observed for their respective porous struc-566

tures. The liquid network of the large pore structure is567

made of enclosed volumes connected to a few neighbors568

by openings smaller than the pore size (see Sec. 2). In thatQ6 569

case, drying essentially leads to the successive penetration570

of air in the connected pores, according to an invasion-571

percolation process [33–36]. More precisely, at the first572

step, drying leads to the extraction of liquid from a largeQ7 573

pore, resulting in the formation of a liquid-air interface of574

the growing radius of curvature, so the pore partially emp-575

ties but the interface cannot enter the neighboring pore due576

to the small radius curvature associated to it. Next pore577

invasion can be achieved only when the saturation of the578

large pore is sufficiently small, leading to liquid films with579

appropriate shapes. After some critical penetration a fast580

capillary-induced transfer occurs between the connected581

pores. Note that the newly invaded pore is the one having582

the largest opening with the first pore. In the next step the583

air volume grows again, now in both pores, until the inter-584

face finally penetrates a neighboring pore with the largest585

opening, and so on. This finally leads to an air path of com-586

plex shape, propagating essentially downwards through the587

structure [37]. As long as liquid films exist along the walls588

during this process the liquid is drained towards the sam-589

ple free surface where it evaporates [9,24,38], which leads590

to constant drying rate. During this regime the number of591

almost empty pores increases in time, so does the amount592

of liquid films.593

In contrast, the small pore system desaturates simi-594

larly to a granular packing, leading to a widely connected595

liquid network, which may be roughly seen as a three-596

dimensional net with uneven thickness of the threads and597

multiple connections in all directions. Such a structure598

does not allow the existence of well-identified enclosed599

pores. Under such conditions, a distribution of liquid-air600

interface may form throughout the medium with a rela-601

tively small curvature. Moreover, a significantly different602

distribution with a slightly larger curvature may be associ-603

ated with a slightly smaller saturation. This explains that604

in a granular packing, a perfectly homogeneous desatu-605

ration is observed after the very first times of drying and606

during all the CRP [5]. Such a homogeneous desatura-607

tion enables maintaining a constant drying rate over the608

period.609

E. Biporous system with connected large pores610

Let us now consider a system similar to the macro-611

porous system in terms of structure and distribution of612

FIG. 7. Drying of a connected biporous system [see Fig. 2(d)
for an illustration]: relaxation time distributions at different suc-
cessive times (every 25 min) (from right to left) during drying,
first as black continuous lines, then as pink dashed lines from the
last distribution reflecting liquid in large pores. For the sake of
clarity only one of the two measured distributions is presented.
The inset shows the liquid fractions of the different regions (black
squares for the total liquid fraction, blue diamonds for the liquid
fraction in large pores, red circles in small pores) and the liquid-
phase contraction rate (green continuous line) as a function of the
dimensionless time (θ = 16150 s).
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the large pores, but now with the solid matrix replaced 613

by a microporous medium. Then, we observe the same 614

main mechanism as for the simple macroporous system: 615

the peak associated with large pores progressively disap- 616

pears but keeps almost constant position and width (see 617

Fig. 7), as in Fig. 4(b). In the meantime, the peak associ- 618

ated with the liquid in the small pores significantly varies: 619

it progressively grows and shifts towards larger relaxation 620

times (see Fig. 7). These different observations suggest an 621

internal mechanism analogous to that observed for the sim- 622

ple macroporous system: a progressive inward penetration 623

of air fingers leaving behind them, along the porous walls, 624

liquid films, whose volume now contributes to the total 625

NMR signal associated with small pores. After the full 626

emptying of the large pores, the liquid films and the liq- 627

uid in the microporous matrix progressively disappear (see 628

Fig. 7). Finally, in that case, the microporous matrix does 629

not significantly modify the internal drying mechanism as 630

compared to the simple macroporous system, it just allows 631

liquid to be stored temporally, which then disappears dur- 632

ing the end of the CRP and the FRP. It is to say that our 633

measurements correspond to the “instantaneous” spatial 634

distribution of liquid in the sample, so they do not pro- 635

vide any information about the potential contribution of the 636

microporous matrix to transport liquid towards the sample 637

free surface. 638
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For this material type a slight contraction may be639

observed, typically of a few percent (see Fig. 3), which640

is in agreement with the above analysis. Indeed, here the641

breakthrough capillary pressure is associated with the air642

penetration in the large pores, so that we have 1400 Pa.643

According to the stress versus deformation curve for this644

material type (see Fig. 3), such a stress value can induce a645

deformation of the order of 0.05.646

F. Nonconnected large pores in a microporous matrix647

(large concentration)648

Let us now consider a system close to the previous one649

but with nonconnected large pores dispersed in a microp-650

orous matrix. The volume fraction of large pores is now651

slightly below the maximum packing fraction (i.e., about652

64%). From the T distribution shown in Fig. 8 we clearly653

see that, in a first stage, the curve part associated with654

large liquid volumes disappears progressively while the655

distribution associated with the small pores is only essen-656

tially slightly deformed. The signal integral confirms that657

the large pores tend to drain first, well before the end658

of the CRP (see inset of Fig. 8). On the other hand, the659

small pores somewhat slowly drain during this first phase,660

and finally more rapidly drain when no more liquid is661

contained in large pores (see Fig. 8). Finally the T dis-662

tribution in the large pore region is essentially shifted and663

somewhat expanded towards significantly lower relaxation664

times (see inset of Fig. 8), as in Fig. 4(a). The average665

relaxation time of the T distribution of the large pores typ-666

ically decreases by a factor 2 during this process. This667

has two important implications: (i) the large pores drain668

homogeneously throughout the sample, i.e., all large pores669

start to drain approximately at the same time, otherwise670

the higher bound of the distribution will remain fixed, thus671

reflecting the fraction of large pores still filled; (ii) these672

pores drain progressively in time, since the T distribution673

progressively shifts towards lower relaxation times reflect-674

ing smaller volume-to-surface ratio of the liquid blobs.675

Thus we can conclude that the drying induces a progres-676

sive and homogeneous extraction of the liquid from the677

large pores throughout the medium. In the next stage, i.e.,678

when the large pores are empty, the remaining T distri-679

bution (i.e., associated with small pores) starts to spread680

and shift towards lower T values, which is the hallmark681

of a homogeneous decrease of the saturation inside these682

pores.683

If we now look at the liquid-phase contraction ratio684

(inset in Fig. 8), we see that it follows rather closely the685

apparent saturation. This means that the large-pore drain-686

ing is essentially the result of their compression. This687

explains that the relaxation time significantly decreases,688

as a homogeneous or anisotropic squeezing of these pores689

will induce a decrease of the pore volume-to-surface690

ratio.691

FIG. 8. Drying of a biporous medium [n = 0.59, see Fig. 2(c)
for an illustration]: relaxation time distributions at different suc-
cessive times (every 13 min) (from right to left) during drying,
first as black continuous lines, then as pink dashed lines from
the last distribution reflecting liquid in large pores. The initial
curve is drawn as a dotted line. The inset shows the liquid frac-
tions of the different regions (black squares for the total liquid
fraction, blue diamonds for the liquid fraction in large pores,
red circles in small pores) and the liquid-phase contraction rate
(green continuous line) as a function of the dimensionless time
(θ = 17800 s).
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Considering these results, it is interesting to remark the 692

large difference between the mechanisms for the connected 693

and nonconnected large pores. In the former case there is 694

only a slight deformation induced by drying, the air pene- 695

trating progressively in the large pores first, which induces 696

relatively low breakthrough capillary pressure. In the latter 697

case, although the concentration of large pores is slightly 698

lower, there is a large deformation of the system associated 699

with the almost full compression of the large pores, so dur- 700

ing the whole phase of drainage of the large pores there is 701

almost no air penetrating the sample. This large compres- 702

sion results from the fact that, before it can invade the large 703

pores, the air has now to go through the interstitial microp- 704

orous matrix, thus inducing a large breakthrough capillary 705

pressure associated with small pores, i.e., in the order of 706

30 000 Pa. On the other hand, since the material is soft (see 707

Fig. 3), this can induce a large deformation. In practice this 708

will fully shrink the large pores and ultimately partially 709

shrink the microporous matrix. 710

G. Nonconnected dispersed large pores in a 711

microporous matrix 712

As shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for smaller initial values of 713

n, i.e., for dispersed large pores in the microporous matrix, 714

the large pores still drain first while the small pores also 715
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FIG. 9. Drying of a biporous medium [n = 0.34, see Fig. 2(b)
for an illustration]: relaxation time distributions at different suc-
cessive times (every 14.5 min) (from right to left) during drying,
first as black continuous lines, then as pink dashed lines from the
last distribution reflecting liquid in large pores. The inset shows
the liquid fractions of the different regions (black squares for the
total liquid fraction, blue diamonds for the liquid fraction in large
pores, red circles in small pores) and the liquid-phase contraction
rate (green continuous line) as a function of the dimensionless
time (θ = 28400 s).
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slowly drain. In a second step the small pores go on drain-716

ing at a higher rate, i.e., the drying rate of the CRP imposed717

to the whole sample. During the first stage a significant718

contraction occurs, but it is incomplete: it does not account719

for the whole water mass extraction and ends before the720

large pores are fully drained (see inset of Figs. 9 and 10).721

This means that for such materials, during the first stage,722

we should have not only some contraction of the large723

pores, but also some air penetration.724

This may be explained by the fact that now the large725

pores can only partially shrink when they are dispersed in726

a microporous matrix. Indeed, for a concentrated system,727

a simple deformation (without significant compression) of728

the microporous thin layers around the large pores is likely729

sufficient to allow for the full shrinkage of the large pores.730

The deformation of thicker layers of microporous medium731

surrounding the large pores in a dispersed system is more732

difficult, and certainly requires some contraction of the733

microporous medium too. For example, the elastic buck-734

ling pressure of spherical pores of radius R, surrounded735

by a layer (thickness e) of medium with elastic modu-736

lus E, evolves as Pb ≈ Ee2/R2 [39]. Thus we can expect737

that during this first stage both pore types contract, but738

at some time, the structure, which has been reinforced by739

the small pore contraction, does not allow further shrink-740

age of the large pores. Then the large pores have to drain741

while keeping the shape they have reached at the end of742

the contraction phase, and during this period the small743

FIG. 10. Drying of a biporous medium [n = 0.24, see Fig. 2(b)
for an illustration]: relaxation time distributions at different suc-
cessive times (every 14.5 min) (from right to left) during drying,
first as black continuous lines, then as pink dashed lines from the
last distribution reflecting liquid in large pores. The initial curve
is drawn as a dotted line. For the sake of clarity only one in two
distribution is represented except for the two first distributions.
The inset shows the liquid fractions of the different regions (black
squares for the total liquid fraction, blue diamonds for the liquid
fraction in large pores, red circles in small pores) and the liquid-
phase contraction rate (green continuous line) as a function of the
dimensionless time (θ = 20700 s).
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pores are saturated (i.e., no air entrance) because cap- 744

illary effects imply emptying first the largest pores. In 745

the next stage, the contraction ratio increases (see insets 746

of Figs. 9 and 10), an increase that ends approximately 747

at the transition to the FRP. We have no explanation 748

for this last effect at this stage; this is left for future 749

work. 750

H. Synthesis diagram 751

We now gather in the same plot the data for the evolu- 752

tion of the liquid fractions in the small pores and the total 753

liquid fraction for the different systems containing large 754

pores (see Fig. 11). The total liquid fraction evolves simi- 755

larly in the CRP for all systems. As above mentioned the 756

liquid fraction in small pores evolves differently depending 757

on the connection status of the large pores: for connected 758

large pores ψ2 increases until the end of the main emp- 759

tying phase of the large pores, while for nonconnected 760

large pores ψ2 decreases more rapidly for a smaller initial 761

amount of large pores. 762

Considering the simultaneous decrease of the saturation 763

in the large and small pores, along with the observation 764

that the sample contraction approximately ends when the 765

large-pore draining is finished, we can roughly assume 766
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FIG. 11. Total liquid fraction (open large symbols) and liquid
fraction in small pores (small filled symbols) saturation times
the initial fraction of small pores (small filled symbols) as a
function of the rescaled time during drying for the different dis-
persed biporous structures (i.e., unconnected larges pores), the
connected biporous structure and the macroporous structure.
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that during all this period the amount of liquid in the767

small pores decreases as a result of the matrix shrinkage,768

and proportionally to the current total amount of liquid.769

Moreover, due to the balance between the breakthrough770

capillary pressure and the material strength for the micro-771

porous matrix as described above, we expect that at the772

end of this period the small pores are contracted to the773

maximum value measured with the homogeneous micro-774

porous sample (see Fig. 2), i.e., by a factor of about775

0.75. Under these conditions ψ2 initially equal to (1 − n)776

by definition, should evolve linearly to 0.75(1 − n). We777

can see that this model describes very well the data (see778

Fig. 11).779

We finally can present a general scheme of the different780

characteristics of drying of biporous systems as a function781

of their structure properties, for partial wetting condi-782

tions (contact angle below 90°) between the liquid and783

the solid phase and negligible gravity effects. Under these784

conditions, in all cases a long CRP should be observed.785

(1) For connected large pores the drying essentially786

develops in the form of air finger progressively advanc-787

ing in the large-pore network, and shrinkage is gener-788

ally negligible. Then the small-pore matrix dries and789

can shrink under the action of capillary effects if it is790

compressible.791

(2) For nonconnected large pores the liquid is extracted792

from these pores first while the small-pore matrix793

remains saturated. During this process, if the system is794

compressible the large pores can shrink all the more as 795

their concentration is larger. 796

IV. CONCLUSION 797

We show that in a compressible biporous medium with 798

dispersed large pores (i.e., not directly connected) dry- 799

ing induces the emptying of the large pores first, due to 800

their compression, along with some compression of the 801

small-pore matrix. In contrast, when the large pores are 802

connected, the large pores successively empty without 803

compression. In both cases, the small pores start or fin- 804

ish to empty in the second stage, during which a CRP is 805

observed during most of the time, thanks to liquid films 806

maintaining the contact of the liquid network with the 807

free surface of the sample. These results show that what- 808

ever the porous structure (connected, unconnected, or even 809

dilute, dispersed large pores in a matrix of small pores) 810

the largest pores homogeneously fully drain first during the 811

CRP, while the small pores partially drain too, these effects 812

being the results of contraction. 813

As the origin of this mechanism is the capillary bal- 814

ance throughout the sample at any time during the CRP, 815

we can attempt to extrapolate this result to any pore size 816

distribution, which tells us that the largest pores will tend 817

to fully drain first as a result of compression. However, 818

we have also seen that, for dispersed large pores, the sur- 819

rounding small pores must partially drain at the same time. 820

This implies that for a porous medium made of a continu- 821

ous range of pore sizes we hardly distinguish some initial 822

draining of the largest pores since at any step of draining 823

(the largest pores) a significant fraction of the other pores 824

(and, in particular, the pores of size just below the largest 825

ones) would be emptied. 826

These elements provide some means to control dry- 827

ing characteristics in applications: it may appear useful to 828

place large pores filled with liquid, which will dry first and 829

shrink during drying; the connectivity between large pores 830

should be chosen as a function of the expected compres- 831

sion during drying. For example, our results show that a 832

sponge, i.e., a rather soft solid, made of connected large 833

pores will not shrink significantly during drying while a 834

sponge with nonconnected large pores will shrink. 835

It is also worth emphasizing that these results are 836

obtained thanks to a powerful technique, i.e., NMR relax- 837

ometry, allowing to directly obtain measurements of the 838

amount of liquid in the different pore types of the mate- 839

rials during drying. Other imaging techniques essentially 840

provide either global information on the liquid content or 841

detailed information at the pore scale, which are then dif- 842

ficult to extrapolate at a larger scale. Note however that 843

NMR relaxometry is valuable when the material properties 844

are favorable, which here means that the relaxation times 845

of the liquid in its different states (or pores) are not too 846

close. 847
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APPENDIX A: MERCURY INTRUSION848

POROSIMETRY849

FIG. 12. Mercury porosimetry intrusion profiles for different
samples (data from [22]).
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE CONTRACTION850

FIG. 13. Aspect of a (long) biporous material (n = 0.45) at
different times during drying. Initial diameter: 12 mm.
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